We invite you for a once-in-a-lifetime experience,

Enlightened-Life Retreat
with Master Del Pe

The Enlightened-Life Retreat will surprise you with a
breakthrough strategy to rapidly achieve enlightenment in this
lifetime. Take home teachings that lead you to a quantum

leap of consciousness beyond your expectation.

About the Program
Master Del Pe designed this comprehensive program to
spiritually jumpstart participants to find their higher path and
start creating breakthroughs in life. You can say that after this
immersion program, participants will experience a quantum leap
of consciousness leading to inner life initiations. The spiritual
initiation performed by Master Del Pe with the participants
includes awakening their Soul connections while activating their
sacred fire to a high degree, resulting in spiritual alchemy. Any
serious seeker on the higher path will find this enlightenment
process not only a blissful experience but worth dying for.
Many people around the world waste time doing
meditation, yoga and spiritual rituals in the hope that one day
they will get enlightened. This is a myth and needs to be rectified.
For one to awaken their Soul and culture their ego, practitioners
require a serious curriculum and life-mentoring. This approach
avoids the old ways of trial and error which waste a lot of the
seeker’s time, resources and opportunities to get enlightened and
make a big difference to society.
Master Del Pe and his team will spiritually culture the
participants with state-of-the-art esoteric tools, guided by a
curriculum that molds the personality and character of the
participants to meet a fast-track requirement towards
enlightenment. Thus, what they can’t achieve in a lifetime of
laborious religious work will be attained in just a few months of
training and mentoring. The intensive program has four levels,

and January 2019 brings the Level 1 to jumpstart the beginners on
the path.
Master Del Pe will also launch his 10th book, titled ‘Sexual
Alchemy and Divine Intimacy’. To commemorate this occasion,
the Enlightened Life Retreat will have a special bonus feature –
The ‘Sexual Alchemy and Divine Intimacy’ Workshop that will be
taught by Master Del Pe himself!
This retreat will coincide with the Aquarian Full Moon, one of
the highest new energies of the year and one that bestows those
who will receive the gift of the new cosmic Spiritual WillPower. This is one of the most important energetic milestones of
the year for advanced souls and Masters, even in the heavenly
realm, because they too have an important conclave to empower
the next strategy of world and planetary affairs called the Divine
Plan. The new era’s esoteric template called the Aquarian matrix
designs will be stamped on the Souls and personalities of servers
to be promoted to a new level of world service. This esoteric
event will happen during the Aquarian Full Moon. While in deep
group meditations, the group initiation will happen to empower
you on the path of self-mastery and enlightenment in
collaboration with the Divine Plan and Planetary Purpose.
This retreat will also gather participants from around the
world who will come to be certified in the first rung of the
BEinshape Rescue Level Certification for Healing Specialists and
Trainers to equip them as certified healers, life-coaches and
trainers using Master Del Pe’s proven methods and energy
strategies. The combination of earn-grow-serve is the template
for modern servers to start this new career line while also
awakening their spiritual development to the maximum.

BEGINNERSS’ LEVEL:
Energy Science and Inner Life






1.5 hours
1.5 hours
1.5 hours
10 hours

Orientation Lecture on Enlightened-Life Retreat
JustBE free: Self-Healing Meditation Course
JustBE alive: Martial-Arts and Yoga Course
BEwell Science, Basic (Healing Course, Level 1 and
Introduction to Energy Science)
 8 hours 7 Cycles of Life, Level 1
 16 hours BEwell Science, Intermediate (Healing Course,
Level 2)
 10 hours Esoteric Psychology 101 (7 Universal
Philosophies of Esoteric Science)
 8 hours Maximizing Performance and Balancing Your Life
 8 hours 8 Types of Leaders Every Leader Should Know
 8 hours Aquarian Martial Arts-Yoga, Part 1 (willpower
training, vitality and stamina development)
 8 hours Sexual Alchemy and Divine Intimacy Course
 2 hours Aquarian Full Moon Meditation Service, Inner
Alignment and Initiation
 14 hours Entertainment and Recreation
 2 visits
Natural Hot Springs for Therapeutic Baths
 5 hours 3 Enlightened-Life follow-up Mentoring Sessions
(online, over 3 to 6 months)
 5 hours 3 Tele-Darshan Q & A Lectures of Master Del Pe
(follow-up online session)

LEVEL 1:
BEinshape Rescue Level Certification and Esoteric Life



















ONLINE PRE-REQUISITES:
1.5 hours JustBE free: Self-Healing Meditation Course
1.5 hours JustBE alive: Martial-Arts and Yoga Course
9 hours BEwell Science, Basic (Healing Course, Level 1 and
Introduction to Energy Science)
6 hours 7 Cycles of Life, Level 1
18 hours BEwell Science, Intermediate (Healing Course,
Level 2)
8 hours Maximizing Performance and Balancing Your Life
8 hours 8 Types of Leaders Every Leader Should Know
9 hours Esoteric Psychology 101 (7 Universal
Philosophies of Esoteric Science)
(61 Hours) Available Here (www.bihcglobal.com).
IN-PERSON RETREAT:
1.5 hours Orientation Lecture on Enlightened-Life Retreat
18 hours Review, Drills, Practicum and Group Applications of
the 8 pre-requisite workshops
9 hours Esoteric Training & Spiritual Advancement
Strategies
48 hours Certification Training Proper, Drills & Practicum
14 hours Aquarian Martial Arts-Yoga (willpower training,
vitality and stamina development)
8 hours Sexual Alchemy and Divine Intimacy Course
2 hours Aquarian Full Moon Meditation Service, Inner
Alignment and Initiation
14 hours Entertainment and Recreation

 2 visits
 5 hours






Natural Hot Springs for Therapeutic Baths
3 sessions - Certification Follow-up Mentoring

FOLLOW-UP APPLICATION & PRACTICE:
25 hours Co-coaching and co-healing actual cases/clients
25 hours Solo Coaching and Healing actual cases/clients
2 hours Certification Final Examination
2 hours Certification Interview and Case Reviews
After completion of this process, your Certification Manager or
Facilitator will guide you about the License Agreement signing
to complete your certification. Each License Agreement
empowers you to practice in earmarked domains and with
ongoing support from the Head office. Annual contract fees
apply.

“Service is an expression of inner growth
and development. It is the muscle-building
for virtues. It is the barometer of inner
development and spirituality. “
-

Master Del Pe

Curriculum Excerpts: Level 1
 JustBE free: Self-Healing Meditation Course
Learn a simple meditation to free you from:
 Stress and fatigue: Relax and rejuvenate fast!
 Sleep problems: Let go of worries and tensions
 Learning issues: Focus fast
 Anger, fear, grief or guilt: Release the past and transform
the present
 Health imbalances: Improve Quality of Life for people with
Diabetes, Cancer, HIV/AIDS, hormonal issues etc.
 Energize and program your positive future.

 JustBE alive: Martial Arts Yoga Program
Learn 8 simple exercises and 3 breathing techniques to:
 Free you from stress and fatigue
 Calm your emotions
 Clear your mind
 Awaken your intuition and spiritual power
 Maximize your performance.

 BEwell ScienceTM, Basic (Healing Course, Level 1)
This is a 10-hour practical training on healing your past,
transforming your present and empowering your future. It is a
technical workshop that educates the individual on energy
healing techniques, serving to:
1. Detoxify the physical organs and whole body
2. Sanitize and revitalize the energy anatomy and 3 layers of
the aura

3. Heal and stabilize the emotions
4. Clear and sharpen the mind
5. Prepare for Soul awakening
This healing course will train participants to heal other people
even remotely as a service. This new skill set will be required
by the participant to progress safely on his or her spiritual
journey ahead.

 7 Cycles of Life, Level 1
An 8-hour training aimed at educating participants about the
hidden science of decision-making by applying the 7 Life
Cycles psychology. After you have taken this training, you will
never make a decision without consulting your chart because
you will discover the best period to do the best things and you
will also know the worst timings to make big decisions.
It is one of the most loved courses and you have to experience
it yourself. Many predicaments and loss of resources are due
to bad decisions made in the past. This course will make sure
that the participants will be empowered to maximize their life
spiritually and materially by following the 7 Cycles of Life chart.
“Wrong idea done in the wrong time
creates chaos.
Wrong idea done in the right time
is a mistake.
Right idea done in the wrong time
creates resistance.
Right idea done in the right time
creates inevitable success.”
- Master Del Pe

 Maximize Your Performance While Balancing
Your Life
This program will help you discover fast, practical tools to
accelerate your performance while balancing your life. You
will learn:




How to evaluate and redesign the 5 Key Areas of your Life
About the Triangle of Success and Fulfillment
The 4-step JustBE alive strategy to alleviate stress, fatigue
and sleep issues for performance beyond excellence

 Esoteric Psychology 101
(7 Universal Philosophies)
This breakthrough workshop is a must-do for any serious
spiritual seeker and it will let you:





Discover the 7 Secret Philosophies from Ancient Wisdom
teachings
Understand the Spirit, Soul and Personality
Learn about the 3 aspects of the Divine Nature of God
Learn esoteric teachings and powerful meditations for
your spiritual development

 BEwell ScienceTM, Intermediate (Healing Course,
Level 2)
Through this powerful program, you will discover energy
medicine strategies that benefit your everyday life.


Learn advanced protocols to accelerate the healing
process









Extract toxins and contaminations from your layers of
consciousness
Address simple to complex health imbalances using
specific ratios of color
Explore the relationship between the physical body and
the Energy Anatomy
Discover the influence of the 12 chakras on health and
wellbeing
Discover the 3 levels of the chakras and their protective
functions
Understand the relationship between the Personality, Soul
and Spirit
Learn breakthrough techniques to stay healthy and strong

PLUS,



Heal and revitalize your 5 Levels of Health (physical,
vitality, emotional, mental and spiritual), while discovering
the hidden factors that contribute to good health and
disease.

 8 Types of Leaders Every Leader Should Know
Learn breakthrough profiling tools to increase your leadership
power anywhere in the world. This program teaches you
wisdom leadership strategies to:





Maximize your leadership effectiveness
Design the right team alloys to create win-win solutions
Profile corporate cultures with speed and accuracy
Understand the strengths, weaknesses and lessons to
learn of the 8 types of famous leaders like George Bush,
Mother Teresa, Einstein, Bill Gates etc.

 Sexual Alchemy and Divine Intimacy
Integrate the hidden secrets of Taoism, Tantra and Western
Sexuality to enhance your sexual performance and experience
intense sexual pleasure at many levels. In this program, you
will learn how to:





Achieve Total Body Organism (divine ecstasy) that is
unknown to sex experts
Use your sacred kundalini fire as an Elixir of Youth and
spiritual fuel for Enlightenment
Use the pleasure of sexual energy for rapid expansion of
consciousness and explosive creativity
Experience higher divine intimacy by connecting your
pleasure centers and auras with or without a partner.

 Martial Arts-Yoga
This training will be devoted to the development of higher
will-power, focus, self-discipline, agility and self-confidence in
participants. It will also include special self-defense techniques
for day-to-day safety and survival. The curriculum will help to
reverse aging, boost the immune system, release body toxins
and build stamina.
The modern spiritual path not only adheres to the loving
kindness of a Saint but also to the persistence, endurance and
self-discipline of a good soldier. This courageous attitude is
one of the most important qualities that good-hearted people
don’t usually have, which stops them from creating
breakthroughs in world service. Master Del Pe believes that
the will-power, heart and mind need to be harmonized to

attain real self-mastery. Martial Arts-Yoga training provides
that missing link.

 Life Mentoring Services
Master Del Pe and his team will perform group and individual
healings and mentoring sessions that engage participants to
resolve their life issues and blockages in their spiritual
development. Charting their energy anatomy and Soul’s age to
identify their level of development is included in this package.
The mentors will help participants to clarify their higher
purpose and their type of temperament amongst the 8 types
of human design, in order to discover their greatest strengths,
weaknesses, seeds of failure in life and their maximum
potential. This part of the program is the key stroke for
understanding who they are and who they are not.

 Entertainment and Recreation
Natural hot springs baths, nature strolls and a few outdoor
sports are also a part of the Enlightened-Life Retreat. The
magnificent view and ecosystem of the retreat location can be
called the Philippine Himalayas – a featured combination of
Tibet, Nepal and the Indian mountainous region. Thus, there is
more to the splendid 360-degree view of the retreat venue
than the eyes and mind can absorb.
Physical, energetic, emotional, mental and spiritual pampering
to incubate the unfolding divinity in everyone is a necessary
ingredient to bring the spiritual spice while pursuing an
enlightened life. A disciple of the new modern path requires
culturing the ego for it to become a powerful and effective

Soul instrument to serve life. The problem is that most other
spiritual teachings want to kick the ego rather than nurture it.
This program develops the partnership of the ego and Soul.

 Follow-up Sessions
Post-retreat group mentoring sessions for 3 months (2 hour
sessions, twice a month) will be included in the program.
These sessions delivered over 12 hours will make sure that the
participants are confident in their next-step strategy.
As a special bonus to participants for their continuing
education, a series of special lectures of over 5 hours will be
shared with them for online viewing in the comfort of their
homes, which will include Q and A with Master Del Pe and
advanced meditations suited for their level (Tele-Darshan or
Esoteric Time with MDP).

ENLIGHTENED-LIFE RETREAT
When: January 13 to 23, 2019
(Please arrive in Manila airport on January 13
evening/night. Depart Manila on January 23
evening/night. Airport pick-up and drop-off included
for international participants.)
Where: MDP Village, Cervantes, Philippines
Investment (11-day training & 3-month mentoring):
USD 2250 – Early Bird (Until November 30)
USD 2500 – Regular Price
All major Credit Cards accepted.
Payment Installment Plans available.

Praises for Master Del Pe’s
Enlightened-Life Program…
“I have gone around the world looking for a spiritual teacher in
Tibet, India, China and the Andes mountains, but I did not find what
I was looking for. You may say I am a seeker who has ‘been there,
and done that’. When I attended Master Del Pe’s retreat, I knew I
had arrived!”
-

M.J., Life Coach, (Houston, Texas)

“My spiritual search had been difficult because I had to go
through health challenges, income and financial crises to wake up.
Through Master Del Pe’s retreats and spiritual mentoring, I was able
to bring back my fragmented self into one whole piece, much
brighter and more enlightened than before. In the modern times,
you need a guru who is not just wise but also an advanced healer
because the karma of awakening brings not only bliss but also
karmic-acceleration, resulting in suffering and big tests. You need a
mentor like Master Del Pe who is an example of a balanced-life,
both materially and spiritually.”
-

H.L., Serial Entrepreneur (New Delhi, India)

“I thought I was already a very advanced Soul and wellequipped to become a spiritual teacher. In fact students in
yoga think that I am their guru. When I attended Master Del
Pe’s retreats I felt that I have become a student again. He is
more than a guru. He is a modern enlightened Master who can
do alchemy, magic, and healing miracle. But he is still
grounded in the day-to-day affairs. He is one of those who I’ve
seen to have one foot on Earth and one foot in Heaven.”
-

R.A., Spiritual and Yoga Teacher
(Rio de Janerio, Brazil)

About Master Del Pe

Master Del Pe

Master Del Pe designed the
Enlightened-Life Retreat to be a
faster, straightforward approach to
spiritual awakening by bringing a
highly packed curriculum. He
believes that inspiration alone does
not bring direct results in the long
run, because people on the path
need real techniques, spiritual tools
and systematic strategies to move
forward in a more calibrated and
serious process until enlightenment
happens.

Master Del Pe, personally trained by 4 advanced Masters, had gone
through the whole process of enlightenment from a student,
apprentice, and disciple until he became a Master himself. Thus, he
knows the loopholes of the spiritual path. He created the
Enlightened-Life Program to take into account all the requirements
to successfully finish what you start on the path of higher evolution.
He synthesized his teachings from his expertise as a Modern Sage,
World Philosopher, Esoteric Psychologist and Scientist, a Divine
Alchemist, Spiritual Technologist and a Third Eye Initiation guru. He
also brings to his retreats his mastery of martial arts-yoga, healing
science, his engineer’s mind and his entrepreneurial spirit as the
founder of 2-USA based institutions: BElife Institute for Higher
Consciousness (BIHC) and American Institute for Leadership
Advancement (AILA).
Author of 10 books, he has travelled to over 100 countries teaching
and at the same time studying world philosophies, world religions
and world cultures. Master Del Pe’s mission includes helping people
to master life ahead of its time and to train Saints and Masters as a
bridge for the future world.
www.masterdelpe.com

Contact Us
www.bihcglobal.com

www.masterdelpe.com
www.mdpvillage.com
info@masterdelpe.com
BElife Institute for Higher Consciousness (BIHC):
+1.936.520.2498 (USA) – Text
+63.928.843.2802 (Asia) – Text/Call

Other Retreats by Master Del Pe…
Balanced Life Retreat
Third Eye Initiation Retreat
Longevity and Rejuvenation Retreat

“The life that you live when you start deliberately
serving a good cause, as high as possible
depending on your realizations, is a
demonstration of your level of enlightenment.
This is called your Dharma or Dharmic Path.”
- Master Del Pe

